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a b s t r a c t

Flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC), liquid droplet impingement erosion (LDIE), cavitation and flashing can
cause continuous wall-thinning in nuclear secondary pipes. In order to prevent pipe rupture events
resulting from the wall-thinning, most NPPs (nuclear power plants) implement their management
programs, which include periodic thickness inspection using UT (ultrasonic test). Meanwhile, it is well
known in field experiences that the thickness measurement errors (or deviations) are often comparable
with the amount of thickness reduction. Because of these errors, it is difficult to estimate wall-thinning
exactly whether the significant thinning has occurred in the inspected components or not. In the pre-
vious study, the authors presented an approximate estimation procedure as the first step for thickness
measurement deviations at each inspected component and the statistical & quantitative characteristics
of the measurement deviations using plant experience data. In this study, statistical significance was
quantified for the current methods used for wall-thinning determination. Also, the authors proposed
new estimation procedures for determining local wall-thinning to overcome the weakness of the current
methods, in which the proposed procedure is based on analysis of variance (ANOVA) method using sub-
grouping of measured thinning values at all measurement grids. The new procedures were also quan-
tified for their statistical significance. As the results, it is confirmed that the new methods have better
estimation confidence than the methods having used until now.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC), liquid droplet impingement
erosion (LDIE), cavitation and flashing are active degradation
mechanisms that damage the pipes of nuclear secondary systems.
These kinds of degradation occur as wall-thinning phenomenon at
local areas of piping components, such as pipes, elbows, tees, re-
ducers, etc. The wall-thinning can cause eventually leaks or rup-
tures in pressure boundary of nuclear power plants (NPPs). Several
fatal failures have been reported at some nuclear power plants in
the world since the accident at Surry NPP in 1981. In order to
prevent pipe rupture events, many research programs, especially
for FAC, have been conducted over 40 years, then many research
reports were published and pipe wall thinning management
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procedures were made [1e3].
As introduced in the previous study [4], the management ac-

tivity to prevent pipe rupture events due to wall-thinning, includes
‘initial predictions of thinning rates’, ‘periodic inspections’ and
‘residual life predictions based on the inspections’. Therefore, the
reliable analysis and decisions for the inspection are very important
to prevent pipe rupture. Nevertheless, the inspections results,
which are conducted by ultrasonic thickness measurements (see
Fig. 1), contain significant levels of measurement uncertainty as
shown in the previous study [4]. This measurement error makes
over-conservative prediction for wall-thinning rates and, some-
times, makes it difficult to estimate whether the significant thin-
ning occurs or not in the inspected components.

Currently, several thinning estimation methods are used in pipe
wall-thinning management programs, which were developed by
EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) and CHUG (CHECWORKS
User Group) members [5e14]. However, the reliabilities or statis-
tical significances of the estimation methods have not been pre-
sented systematically. In a previous research for the thinning
estimation method [15], the reliability of the method was
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Fig. 1. Thickness measurement using UT (ultrasonic test) for pipe wall thinning
management.
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examined, in which the considerable level of estimation success
probability is shown only in very deeply thinned cases. In this pa-
per, the statistical significance of currently used methods was
examined, and then some more reliable estimation procedures are
proposed for the pipe wall-thinning estimation using thickness
measurement results.
Fig. 2. Thinning evaluation by TPM using histograms of measured thickness reduction
values.
2. Review of current methodologies for wall-thinning
estimation

2.1. Total point method (TPM)

Total point method (TPM) is one of the thinning determination
methods proposed by EPRI [11,12]. TPM uses the measured values
of thickness reduction (thinning) in all grid positions of a compo-
nent. The thinning values can be determined by thickness differ-
ences in periodically measured thickness values for 2-time
inspections or least square fitting slopes for 3-time or more in-
spections. A histogram can be constructed by using all of the
thinning values. The thinning estimation can be made by the shape
of the histogram. If the mode in the histogram is clearly greater
than zero (see Fig. 2 (a)), TPM judges that thinning occurs.
Conversely, if themode is near zero or clearly smaller than zero (see
Fig. 2 (b)), it is judged that thinning does not occur.

From many field experiences, it is well known that FAC or other
kinds of thinning mechanism occur not in the whole area but in a
local area. If local thinning occurs, the histogram will show two
peak values, i.e., nearly at zero and a certain positive value (see
Fig. 2 (c)). Although the shape of the histogram, whether there are
two peaks or not, is the most important in TPM, the judgement is
somewhat ambiguous because the shape of the histogram is
significantly dependent on the bin size. In order to resolve this
ambiguity, the authors proposed a numerical method for the his-
togram estimation in the previous study [15].



Fig. 3. Schematics of one-way ANOVA for treated specimen experiments.

Fig. 5. An example for pipe wall thinning occurred at a local area.
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Although the proposed method can reduce some degrees of
ambiguity, TPM still has a significant weakness such that it does not
consider the location where local thinning occurs. If a certain
positive peak between 2 peaks of the histogram is proved to be
local thinning, the peak value and the similar high values should be
located locally together. TPM does not use the location information
of the thinning values.

2.2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a commonly used statistical
model to analyze the differences among group means [16,17]. For
instance, an experimental example can be considered. In order to
estimate the differences among treatments, n-number of speci-
mens was tested, inwhich k-number of treatments was considered,
as shown in Fig. 3. The differences of test results among treatments
can be detected. However, there will probably be differences and
deviations within the test results of one treatment, too. Therefore,
we have to use any criterion to estimate whether there are
Fig. 4. EPRI's approach to estimate p
significant differences among treatments or not. In this case, the
one-way ANOVAmethod can be applied to the estimation, wherein
the following statistical estimator is used to test the hypothesis
summarized in Fig. 3.

f ¼MStr
MSE

; (Eq. 1)

MStr ¼ n
Pk

i¼1ðai� � a��Þ2
k� 1

;

MSE¼
Pk

i¼1
Pn

j¼1
�
aij � ai�

�2
n� k

;

where, f is the test statistic for the one-way ANOVA, MStr is treat-
ment mean of squares, MSE is mean square error, aij is a test result
of the j-th specimen and the i-th treatment, n is the number of
specimens, k is the number of treatments, ai� is the partial mean of
aij for each treatment, and a�� is the total mean of aij.

The following criteria can be used to make decisions for the
hypothesis testing.

� There is no difference of treatment means on specimens, if
f < Faðk � 1;kn � kÞ;

� There are significant differences among treatments, if f � Faðk �
1;kn � kÞ;
ipe wall thinning using ANOVA.



Fig. 6. Examples of grid location distribution for 10 upper values of thinning depth.
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Where, Faðk�1; kn�kÞ is F-distribution whose degrees of
freedom are k� 1 and kn� k, and a is the level of significance.

In EPRI report [11], the one-way ANOVA is proposed as the
thinning estimation method by substituting ‘time’ for ‘treatment’.
As summarized in Fig. 4, the thickness measurement data in n-
number of grids at time-1 are defined as the data of treatment-1.
The data at time-2 are defined as the data of treatment-2. In
other words, aij is tij, which is the measured thickness at the i-th
time and the j-th grid in the EPRI's ANOVA method. If f value is
larger than Faðk � 1; kn � kÞ, it means that thickness reduction
occurs between time-1 and time-2 data.

The EPRI's approach using ANOVA can be simple and effective to
estimate thinning. However, it overlooks the characteristics of
systematic thickness distributions of pipe fittings such as elbows or
tees. In general, the thickness of a manufactured pipe fitting is not
uniform. In the case of an elbow manufactured by bending pro-
cesses, the thickness at the intrados area is 1.2 or more times
thicker than the thickness at the extrados area. In this case, there
are large thickness deviations among the measured values at each
time even if there are ignorable measurement errors. These de-
viations make theMSE value larger, which reduce f values in Eq. (1).
This can make incorrect estimations that thinning does not occur
even though significant thinning occurs. Also, this approach may
not work well in local thinning because it considers the thickness
changes over the entire area.
3. Development of local wall-thinning estimation method

Considering field experiences dealing with pipewall-thinning of
nuclear secondary systems [1], in most cases, significant thinning
has occurred at a local area of piping components (see Fig. 5). The
uniform thinning on the inner surface can be easily estimated by
comparing the average of thickness values at each time or TPM as
shown in Fig. 2 (a). In case of local thinning, however, the estima-
tion accuracy of TPM decreases as shown in the previous study [15].
Also, the EPRI's approach using ANOVA does not work well in the
local thinning as explained at Section 2 of this paper.

Considering these situations, new methodologies were pro-
posed in this paper for estimating local wall-thinning, and their
estimation performance was examined. In order to estimate the
local thinning, this study focused on finding effective ways to use
the location information of the measurement data. The proposed
methods can be used to estimate whether the local wall-thinning
was occurred or not.
3.1. Locational deviation method (LDM)

As the first attempt to use the location information, a parameter
for location deviations of the significantly thinned grids was
considered. If the thinning occurs uniformly, the locations where
thinning occurs will be evenly distributed. If the measured values
contain random errors, high values will be randomly distributed,



Fig. 7. Dependency of average values of circumferential locations on angular range
definitions.

Fig. 8. Monte-Carlo simulation results for location variances of uniformly distributed
points in a line (l ¼ length of the line, n ¼ number of sample points).
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and the location deviation of these datawill be large. If the thinning
occurs in a local area, the high values will exist locally. Then, the
location deviation of locally thinned grids will be small. In order to
determine whether local thinning occurs or not, upper values of
measured thinning were used in this study. Fig. 6 shows an
example of 10 upper thinning values.

If the geometrical shape of the grids is rectangular rather than
cylindrical, the Cartesian coordinates can be used to define loca-
tional deviation as follows:

StdðxÞ2 ¼
Pn

i¼1ðxi � xavÞ2
n� 1

; StdðyÞ2 ¼
Pn

i¼1ðyi � yavÞ2
n� 1

; (Eq. 2)

xav ¼
Pn

i¼1xi
n

; yav ¼
Pn

i¼1yi
n

; (Eq. 3)

where, xi and yi are the i-th grid locations for Cartesian coordinates.
StdðxÞ and StdðyÞ are standard deviations of x and y, respectively. xav
and yav are average values for xi and yi. n is the total number of grids
for upper bound thinning values.

In the case of pipe fittings, however, circumferential direction is
a circle not a straight line. For this reason, a specific treatment to
define the average of circumferential location is needed. For
example as shown in Fig. 7 (a), there are three values of angle (q1,
q2, q3). When we use a simple method with definition for angle
range, (0 � q1 <2p), the average for qi is placed at the red rectangle
mark in Fig. 7 (a). Considering the intension of average, which
minimizes the standard deviation, the average for qi is placed at the
blue triangle mark in Fig. 7 (b). In order to avoid the cases like
Fig. 7(a), the authors made a modified sequential procedure to
calculate average value of qi.

In general, average value calculation equation (Eqs. (4)e(1)), is
equivalent with a sequential equation, (Eqs. (4)e(2)).
qav ¼
Pn

i¼1qi
n

(4 e1)

Where, qi is the i-th circumferential location of a thinned grid, and
qav is the average of qi.

For , i ¼ 1 e n� 1,qav;iþ1 ¼ iqav;i þ qiþ1

iþ 1
qav ¼ qav;n; (4 e2)

Where, qav;i means the partial average for the data of qav;1 ~ qav;i.
When the range of angle is defined by (0 � q<2p) and the i-th

partial average, qav;i and the (iþ1)-th angle, qiþ1 are located shown
at Fig. 7(c), the (iþ1)-th partial average, qav;iþ1 calculated using (Eqs.
(4)e(2)) is located at the red rectangle mark of Fig. 7(c). In the
engineering view point, the (iþ1)-th partial average, qav;iþ1 has to
be located at the blue triangle mark, considering that average
values minimize the standard deviations. In order to resolve these
inadequacies, qiþ1 is transformed to the difference from qav;i shown
in (Eqs. (4)e(3)), then the angle range is calibrated to the range of
(� p � q<p) shown in (Eq. (5)).

qav;iþ1 ¼
iqav;i þ qiþ1

iþ 1
; ¼ qav;i þ

Dqiþ1
iþ 1

;Dqiþ1 ¼ qiþ1 � qav;i;

(Eq. 4 e3)

q
0 ¼

8<: q þ 2p for � 2p< q � �p
q for � p < q � p
q � 2p for p < q � 2p

(Eq. 5)

Where, q is the value of qav;i or Dqiþ1 before calibration, and q
0
is the

calibrated value for q. From the cumulative calculation using Eqs.
(4) and (5), the average value for the circumferential location of
thinned grids, qav can be determined as follows:

qav ¼ qav;n (Eq. 6)

Using Eq. (2) and Eq. (6), the locational standard deviations of
thinned grids, StdðqÞ and StdðzÞ can be determined, where q and z
are circumferential and axial coordinates for grids. Then, if the
deviation is smaller than a decision criterion, it can be concluded
that local thinning occurs. The decision criterion can be determined
to be a lower bound value of the locational standard deviations for
uniformly distributed locations.

In this study, simple Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations were



Fig. 9. Schematics of binomial variables uniformity test (BVUT) using locational grid groups.

Fig. 10. Schematics of continuous variables uniformity test (CVUT) using locational grid groups and one-way ANOVA.
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conducted for various numbers of samples. Fig. 8 shows the cu-
mulative density of the sample variance (¼ square of standard
deviation) for uniformly distributed locations calculated from the
MC simulations for various numbers of samples, n, where the
sample variances were normalized by a length of line for the
location. As shown in Fig. 8, a 98% lower bound for sample variance
increases as the number of samples increases. For n ¼ 10, the 98%
lower bound value is 0.32, and this value was used as the decision
criterion in this study.
3.2. Binomial variables uniformity test (BVUT) method

In the second try to estimate local thinning, a locational
grouping methodology was used. As shown in Fig. 9, the mea-
surement grids can be divided into several groups. If thinning oc-
curs uniformly, there will be similar numbers of thinned grids in all
groups. In this method, the thinning value at each grid needs to be
converted into a binomial value, generally “1” or “0”, meaning to be
thinned or not-thinned.

Various kinds of criteria can be used in this conversion. In the
study, the 10% upper bound value of thinning values of a
component were used as a dividing criterion. If a thinning value of a
grid is greater than the 10% upper bound of thinning values of the
component, the thinning value is converted to “1”, which mean
probably thinned in the grid location. If not, then the thinning
values is converted to “0”, which mean probably not thinned in the
grid location. This conversion has an intension of thinning distri-
bution estimation, but does not have meaning it is confident there
is significant thinning in a grid.

After N grids are divided into M groups as shown in Fig. 9, count
the number of selected grids. Each group can be categorized by
thinned and not-thinned numbers. In this case, the c2 hypothesis
test can be used to estimate whether the number of thinned grids is
similar in all groups or not. Assuming that N grids are divided into
M groups, the number of thinned grids can be defined as nm1, while
the number of not-thinned grids is nm2. Test statistics, T, can be
calculated by Eq. (7) as follows:

T¼
XM

m¼1

X2
j¼1

�
nmj �

�
nm�n�j

��
N
�2�

nm�n�j
��

N
; (Eq. 7)

where, nm� and n�j mean
P
j
nmj and

P
m
nmj, respectively. According



Fig. 11. Local thinning shape of virtual thinned pipes for Monte-Carlo probability tests.

Table 2
Test cases for constructing estimation accuracy maps.

Parameter Unit Cases

Thinning area % of total area 6 (5e30%, interval of 5%)
Max. thickness reduction % of nominal thickness 6 (5e30%, interval of 5%)
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to the general procedure for c2 test, presence of local wall-thinning
can be estimated as follows:

� Local wall-thinning occurs, if T � c2aðM � 1Þ,
� Local wall-thinning does NOT occur, if T<c2aðM � 1Þ,

Where, c2aðM�1Þ means c2 -distribution whose degree of
freedom is M� 1, and the level of significance is a.
3.3. Continuous variables uniformity test (CVUT) method

BVUT uses the locational grouping and binomial variables for
thinning values. In this method, the local thinning is estimated
using locational grouping and continuous variables, not binomial
variables. As shown in Fig. 10, if the thinning measurement data in
each group appear to be similar to other groups, we can estimate
that the local thinning does not occur.

Using the thinning measurement data itself, basically the esti-
mation logic is the same as one-way ANOVA explained in Section
2.2. The EPRI's approach considered the measurement time as the
treatment, but we can consider the locational group as the treat-
ment to estimate local thinning. Therefore, the same test statistics, f
shown in Eq. (1) and the same estimation criteria can be used in
this approach, with exception as follows:
Table 1
Characteristics of virtual thinning measurement data for Monte-Carlo probability tests.

Item Parameter

Initial Pipe Thickness Nominal(average) thickness, tnom
Min. thickness(extrados)
Max. thickness(intrados)
Thickness distribution

Thinning Shape e

Thickness
Measurements

Measurement grids
Measurement error
MStr ¼
PM

i¼1niðDti� � Dt��Þ2
M � 1

;

MSE¼
PM

i¼1
Pni

j¼1

�
Dtij � Dti�

�2PM
i¼1ðni �MÞ

; Fa

 
M�1;

XM
i¼1

ni �M

!
;

(Eq. 8)

where, Dtij is measured thinning values (thickness reduction
values) of the j-th grid of the i-th group, ni is the number of grids of
i-th group and M is the number of groups.

3.4. Local wall-thinning estimation accuracies

In this section, the local wall-thinning estimation accuracies of
the developed methods were examined by using the Monte-Carlo
probability test. Virtual thinned piping components based on
field experiences were constructed. Then, virtual thickness mea-
surements data with random error were generated according to
results of the previous study [4] for UT thickness measurement
deviations. Applying the developed estimation methods to the
virtual thinning data including various thinning depths and areas,
the estimation accuracy maps for each method were constructed.
Additionally, in order to compare the estimation accuracy with the
EPRI's ANOVA method and TPM, the same probability test was
conducted to the methods. Consequently, the estimation methods
developed in this study identified to have better estimation accu-
racy than the methods used hitherto.

3.5. Virtual measurement data for Monte-Carlo probability test

In order to conduct Monte-Carlo probability test to examine the
accuracy of the developed estimation methods, virtual measure-
ment data were acquired for a piping component, whose nominal
thickness and the outside diameter are 0.5 and 16 inches, respec-
tively. The elbow is selected as the test piping component consid-
ering the field experiences for the nuclear power plant that the
elbow was found to take up 65% of all inspected components.

In general, there are systematic thickness distributions for lo-
cations of elbows. In this virtual data, the thickness at intrados is 5%
larger than the nominal thickness and that at extrados is 5% smaller
than the nominal thickness. This kind of thickness distribution does
not affect TPM, LDM, BVUT and CVUT because these methods use
only thickness reduction data not thickness data itself. However, it
Values

0.5 inches
0:95tnom
1:05tnom
tiniðq;zÞ ¼ tnomð1 � 0:05 cosð2pqÞÞ(q ¼ 0 at extrados)
See Fig. 11
156 points (circ. � axial ¼ 12 � 13)
Standard deviation ¼ 0:0274tnom
Normal distribution, Nð0;sÞ



Fig. 12. Probability test results for local thinning estimation accuracy.
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Fig. 13. Effects of thickness measurement errors (or thinning measurement deviations)
on thinning estimation accuracies (thinning ratio ¼ thinning depth/thinning mea-
surement deviation).
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is very important to the EPRI's ANOVA method because the devi-
ation of the thickness in a component decreases f value of Eq. (1).
The decreased f value makes estimation results to be ‘NOT thinned’
as explained in section 2.
Fig. 14. Normalized accuracy maps
Virtual thinning shapes considered in this Monte-Carlo proba-
bility test are elliptical and located at extrados of the elbow as
shown in Fig.11. Virtual thickness measurements are constructed at
156 grid points (circumferential � axial ¼ 12 � 13) with mea-
surement errors. The thickness measurement error is assumed to
follow the normal distribution and the standard deviation is 2.74%
of the nominal thickness. The measurement error is determined by
considering the results of the previous study [4] for field experi-
ences at the 16 inch diameter elbow.

In order to construct estimation accuracy maps, various thin-
ning shapes are considered, which include 36 kinds of shape pa-
rameters (¼ 6 of thinning areas � 6 of thinning depths). For
probability tests, 1000 components data were generated in each
test case. The characteristics of virtual thinning measurement data
for probability tests and the test cases for thinning shape are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
3.6. Monte-Carlo probability test results

Fig. 12 shows the thinning estimation accuracies determined
from Monte-Carlo probability tests. The estimation accuracies
increased when the thickness reduction (thinning depth)
increased, and the thinning area got wider in all estimation
methods. The EPRI's ANOVA method shows the lowest accuracy in
local thinning cases. The accuracy of TPM does not decrease with
decreased thinning area, however, the accuracy rapidly decreases
in the range of thinning depth lower than 20% of the nominal
for local thinning estimation.
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thickness.
The newly developed estimation methods, LDM, BVUT and

CVUT show better estimation accuracy than EPRI's methods. In the
whole range of thinning depth and area, the accuracies of devel-
oped methods are higher than the EPRI's ANOVA method. In the
range of 5e10% thinning area, the accuracies of developed methods
are lower than TPM, however, are much higher than TPM in the
range of larger thinning area. In BVUT and CVUT, the accuracy is
dependent on the locational group setting. From simple examina-
tions, 6 grid groups (circumferential � axial ¼ 1 � 6) are used to
maximize the estimation accuracy. Among the newly developed
methods, the accuracy of CVUT is the highest in the whole range of
thinning depth and area.
3.7. Normalized accuracy maps

Although Fig. 12 shows the accuracies of the thinning estimation
methods, these graphs present the results only for a single value of
thickness measurement deviation, 2.74%. If we understand the
relation between the measurement deviation and the estimation
accuracy, it is very helpful to recognize the confidence of the
thinning estimation.

TPM, LDM, BVUT and CVUT use the thinning values determined
from thickness measurement values. Therefore, the thinning esti-
mation accuracy is a function of the deviation of thinning values not
thickness values. If the thinning values are determined from two
repeated thickness measurement values, the thinning measure-
ment deviation can be calculated as follows:

StdðThinÞ2 ¼2,StdðThicknessÞ2; (Eq. 9)

where, StdðThinÞ is the standard deviation of the thinning mea-
surement (thickness reduction measurement) values, and
StdðThicknessÞ is the standard deviation of the thickness measure-
ment values. StdðThicknessÞ can be determined from the thickness
measurement values as follows, which was presented in the pre-
vious study [4].

StdðThicknessÞ2 ¼
Pn

i¼1StdðThicknessÞ2i
n

; StdðThicknessÞ2i

¼
Pk

j¼1
�
tij � ti;av

�2
k� 1

; , ti;av ¼
Pk

j¼1
�
tij
�

k
; (Eq. 10)

where, tij is the thickness measurement value at the i-th grid
location in the j-th time. n and k are the number of grids and the
time of measurements, respectively.

The considered estimationmethods, TPM, LDM, BVUTand CVUT,
are kinds of variance analysis, which are generally a linear esti-
mator. In order to confirm the linearity of thesemethods, additional
Monte-Carlo tests were conducted when the thickness measure-
ment deviation is 5.48%, two times of the deviation of early Monte-
Carlo tests. Consequently, two kinds of Monte-Carlo test results can
be compared with each other, Case A (thickness measurement
deviation ¼ 2.74%, thinning measurement deviation ¼ 3.875%) and
Case B (thickness measurement deviation ¼ 5.48%, thinning mea-
surement deviation ¼ 7.750%). Fig. 13 shows the accuracies deter-
mined from the Monte-Carlo tests of Case A and Case B. The
thinning ratios (¼ thinning depth/thinning measurement devia-
tion) are the same in Cases A and B, but the thinning measurement
deviations are different. As shown in the figure, the estimation
accuracies are the same at the same thinning ratio although the
thinning measurement deviations are different.

Using this linearity of the estimation method, Fig. 12 can be
converted into Fig. 14, wherein the ‘Thinning Depth’ is substituted
to ‘Thinning Depth/Thinning Measurement Deviation’. Using these
accuracy maps shown in Fig. 14, we can estimate the confidence of
the thinning estimation results when TPM, LDM, BVUT or CVUT are
used. The confidence of estimations can be utilized when we have
to make a decision for the next inspection or pipe repair times.

4. Conclusions

In order to prevent thinned pipe rupture event in NPP's sec-
ondary systems, it is very important to maintain a systematic pipe
wall-thinning management program. Nevertheless, a systematic
review of thinning estimation methods has not yet been made. In
this paper, the characteristics of currently used thinning estimation
methods were reviewed. Then, improved methods for local wall-
thinning estimation were developed considering field experi-
ences. Monte-Carlo probability tests were performed to quantify
the estimation accuracy of the current and newly developed
methods. The following conclusions are drawn from the results:

- When pipewall thinning occurs in the whole area or most of the
area, it can be easily identified by the EPRI's ANOVA and TPM
currently in use.

- However, the estimation accuracy of the EPRI's ANOVA method
is very low, especially for the case of local wall-thinning. TPM is
more accurate than the EPRI's ANOVA method in the case of
local thinning.

- The accuracy of the newly developed local thinning estimation
methods is much better than the currently used estimation
methods. Among three methods developed in this study, CVUT
(continuous variable uniformity test) shows the best estimation
accuracy.

- Using the linearity of the test estimator, the accuracy maps were
presented. From this map, the estimation confidence can be
quantified, which can help make a decision about the prediction
of next inspection times or pipe repair times.
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